1.0 - Before Beginning
1.1.0 – Storage and Handling
Upon receiving product, it is important to inspect the shipment to ensure that the
quantities are correct and that the materials have not been damaged during
handling. If you do find an issue with the order, it is important to inform a roofing
salesperson right away so that the problem can be resolved.
If you do not plan on installing the product immediately upon receiving it, the
following are important measures that should be taken to avoid possible
corrosion, staining, or flaking:







Store in a dry, well ventilated area. There should be good air circulation
around the bundles.
Never store bundles in direct contact with ground.
Elevate one end of the bundle so that any potential moisture accumulation
can easily run off.
Avoid storing materials in areas that are subject to large temperature
extremes.
Store all materials away from high traffic areas to avoid damages.
If a bundle has been opened, make sure to separate the panels to allow air to
flow between the sheets. Also, wipe away any moisture that may have come
in contact with un-installed panels. This will prevent rust staining caused by
standing water on the sheets. Please note that once the panels have been
installed, the roof pitch will provide an adequate slope which will allow water
to easily run off.

Remember to always handle and transport panels with care to avoid damage.
With longer sheet lengths especially, it is good practice to have two or more pickup points that are evenly spaced along the length. This will prevent possible
bending or buckling during transportation.

1.2.0 – Safety
It is important to follow all local health and safety requirements and procedures,
especially when working at heights.
The following is a list of recommended safety practices that should be followed
when installing metal roofing:





Installing metal roofing can be dangerous on windy days and should be
avoided if possible.
Panels can be slippery when wet, dusty or oily. It is best to install product in
dry conditions and to remove any debris or moisture prior to walking on the
roof panels. Always wear footwear with soft, non-slip, and non-marking soles
when installing metal roofing.
Never use an unfastened or partially fastened metal sheet as a platform.
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1.3.0

Always use safety glasses when cutting and drilling panels to prevent metal
shavings from damaging or getting lodged in eyes.
Rubber coated gloves will prevent potential cuts from sharp edges of panels
or trim pieces.

– Tools
The following items are suggested as basic tools required to complete the
installation of a metal roofing system.






Impact driver or electric drill, complete with a ¼” hex magnetic bit to install
fasteners.
Long nosed snips or a nibbler to cut metal panels.
Chalk line to ensure panels are installed square with structure.
Measuring tape.
Caulking gun to seal miscellaneous trims and flashings.

1.4.0 – Subsurface
Before beginning the installation of your steel roof, it is important that you first
assess the subsurface in which it will be installed upon.

1.4.1 – New Construction
In the case of new construction, building codes require that there be one layer of
ice and water shield (also known as “ice guard”), which extends three feet up
from where the exterior wall meets the roof and also along any valley lines
(where two down sloping roof sections come together). The roof must also be
completely wrapped in an underlayment material to prevent possible water
penetration from damaging the roof deck.
It is important that the metal roofing be installed on top of a relatively smooth and
flat surface. Remove all debris such as nails before applying the underlayment
and ice and water shield. If the substrate is not flat, it is recommended to install
panels over a row of strapping instead of directly upon uneven roof sheathing.
Steel roof panels can be fastened directly to the roof or onto rows of un-treated
wood strapping at a recommended spacing of 12” to 16”. Strapping can be
fastened to the roof deck by means of screws or nails.
If the attic space in unheated, it is acceptable to strap over the open roof framing
and install the steel panels on top of the strapping. Some installers will still use
underlayment as a second moisture protection barrier, even if the roof sheathing
is not installed. Again, this method is only used over an unheated space such as
a shed or barn.
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Marco Industries’ Hydrashell synthetic underlayment (available in both 25 and 50
year), and Tarco’s Leak Barrier PS200 MU ice and water shield are specially
designed for steel roofing applications and are highly recommended for use by
the manufacturer. For specific installation instructions of these products, please
see manufacturer’s specifications.

Figure 1 – Marco Industries Hydrashell Underlayment, Figure 2 – Tarco’s Leak Barrier PS200 MU Ice and Water
Shield

1.4.2 – Retrofit
As mentioned before, metal roofing must be installed on a flat and smooth
surface. This is especially important with a retrofit system where the new steel
roofing will be installed on top of an existing asphalt roof system. In order to
create an even and level surface with a retrofit, it is crucial to install untreated
wood strapping at 12” to 16”. The metal panels are then fastened to the rows of
strapping. In addition to installing strapping, it is good practice to secure any
loose roofing, remove all moss, tools, and other debris, as well as cut off any
overhanging roofing that is not flush with the roof deck.
In the case of a retrofit, it is also highly recommended to apply a strip of butyl
tape along every seam between the roofing sheets, as well as along all trim
pieces. If the existing asphalt roof has deteriorated and has issues with water
penetration, applying steel roofing will only be a band aid solution. Just as the ice
guard and underlayment serve as a second barrier of protection against moisture
in new construction, butyl tape along seams will ensure that a retrofit system will
be fully sealed for best performance.
If the underlying roof system has deteriorated significantly, it is recommended to
patch the most problematic areas of the existing roofing and substrate prior to
installing the steel panels. Some installers will apply a layer of underlayment on
top of the existing roofing to ensure optimal moisture protection. Strapping can
then be installed on top of the underlayment using the same process as outlined
in the new construction section.
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2.0 - Installing Roof Panels
Before applying metal roofing panels, it is important to determine the trims and
accessories that need to be installed prior to the roofing sheets. Some examples of
these items would be drip edge, eave trim, valley trim, and inside foam closures. Please
refer to the “Trims and Accessories” section of this manual for further information.

2.1.0 – Laying Steel Roofing Sheets
The installation of roofing panels should always begin on the gable end of the roof. If
possible, the laps should always be facing away from the prevailing wind.
To lay the first panel, measure one sheet width in from the roof edge and chalk a line
from ridge to eave. Place the leading edge of the panel (the side which has the wider
edging beside the rib) along this line. It is critical that this first panel is square with
the peak and eave to ensure that the remaining sheets will line up straight along the
roof structure. Overlap the first rib of the next panel over the rib on the leading edge
of the previous panel. Continue until entire roof section is covered and repeat
process for remaining roof sections.
Sheets should extend past the eave about 1 and a half to 2 inches to provide a drip
edge but only 1 inch is needed where a gutter system is used. Also, panels should
fall about 1 and half to 2 inches short of the ridge where a vented ridge is required.
For ease of placement, begin laying sheets on the side of the roof that is the least
complex (free of dormers or any other abutting roof sections, chimneys, skylights,
etc.). Starting with the longer sheets and working towards the ends that may contain
shorter sheets will make it easier to ensure that the first sheet goes on square.
Make sure to install one inside foam closure under each roofing sheet at the eave
end prior to fastening sheet to roof. Please refer to the “Trims and Accessories”
section of this manual for further explanation on foam closure installation.
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Figure 3 - Sheet Installation Detail Showing Nailing Pattern

2.2.0 – Other Important Information
2.2.1 – Low Sloping Roof Pitch
For roofs that are below a 4/12 pitch, it is crucial to place a row of mastic (butyl
tape) or a bead of sealant along every seam. A pitch below 4/12 is not adequate
enough for drainage and will not allow water to flow properly over the ribs. Please
advise a Roofing Estimator if the pitch of your roof is below 4/12 or above 8/12 so
that the proper materials and design can be provided.

Figure 4 – Mastic Sealant (Butyl Tape).
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2.2.2 – Cutting Steel Roofing Panels
There are instances when onsite cutting of roof panels is required. Some
examples would be at the valleys where a dormer intersects the main roof
section, around chimneys, flashings, skylights, and also when the length of the
roof does not quite land on the edge of a panel.
Cutting should be performed with tin snips or an electric nibbler tool. When the
metal panels are cut, they often produce metal shavings which must be removed
right away to prevent damage to the finish. It is good practice to cover all
adjacent sheets when cutting to prevent metal shavings from getting imbedded in
the panels. Wipe metal shavings off of sheets right away if they do happen to
come in contact with them.

2.2.3 – Seams
There are times when the peak to eave measurement is too long to be covered
using one sheet. Not only are these significantly long sheets much more costly to
ship, but they can also be impractical and difficult to install. In order to remediate
this issue, your Roofing Estimator will recommend having a “seam” in the roofing
panels. Ultimately, having a seam means that the peak to eave will be covered
using two sheets as opposed to one long sheet.
If a seam is required, the sheets will be provided so that they overlap a minimum
of 6”. One row of mastic sealant (butyl tape) is applied along the length of the
seam and it is also recommended to apply a bead of caulking. This is important
to ensure that moisture will not penetrate the roofing system along the seam line.

Figure 6 – Seam Detail at Midway Point of Roof Section
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3.0 - Fastening
Fasteners with special sealing washers should be placed every 12 inches along the
length of the sheets or along strapping lines at 4 fasteners per row. Sheets can be
fastened on the flats or along the ribs. This is truly dependent on the installer’s
preference although it is recommended to fasten on the flats. Fastening on the flats will
prevent over tightening of the screws which could cause denting of the ribs and will
compromise the seal on the washer. If fastening on the ribs, place one fastener per rib. If
fastening on the flats, place one fastener per flat and ensure that the fastener that is
securing the next overlap is as close to the overlapping rib as possible (to catch the
leading edge underneath).

Figure 7 – Standard QuikGrip Metal to Wood Fastener
from Marco Industries

Correct

Under-Tightened

Over-Tightened

Figure 8 - Correct Torque Amount for Fasteners
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The required length of the fasteners will be dependent on different factors such as
whether you are fastening on top of strapping, through the ribs, directly on top of the roof
deck, etc. Fasteners are available in 1 inch, 1 and a half-inch, 2 inch and 2 and half-inch
lengths. Many installers request at least one bag of 2” screws for the installation of the
ridge cap. Fasteners need to be installed using a special 1/4” hex drill bit that is available
to order upon request.
It is important to advise your Roofing Estimator of whether the structure of the building is
of wood frame or metal frame. The type of fastener supplied will be dependent on these
factors.
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4.0 – Trims and Accessories
4.1.0 – Trim Placement Diagram
(As seen in Tri-Province brochure)
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4.2.0 – Trim Details and Installation Instructions
General Notes:


Butyl tape under all closures and expandable foam tape is optional but is highly
recommended for best performance.



A bead of silicone caulking on all closures and expandable foam tape (before
laying roof sheets on top) is optional but is highly recommended for best
performance.



All trim comes in 10 foot lengths and should be overlapped 6” under the next trim
piece. Applying a bead of sealant at these lap joints is optional but highly
recommended.



Remember to advise your Roofing Estimator if the pitch of your roof falls below
4/12 or is above 8/12 as this may require custom trim bending.



Trim installation sequence should go as follows (not all trims are applicable to
every roof system; only some may apply):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Post/Fascia Trim, Fascia Trim
Eave Trim, Drip Edge, Gutter Apron, Valley Trim
Universal Endwall, Universal Sidwall, Gambrel Trim
Residential Rake, Gable Flashing
Ridge Cap, Hip Cap
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EAVE TRIM & POST/FASCIA TRIM
(Follow the same install process for Drip Edge, Gutter Apron and Fascia Trim)

Figure 9 – Cross section detail at eave showing eave trim and post/fascia trim placement.

Eave Trim:


Install eave trim on top of fascia trim and under roofing panels.



Fasten eave trim with pancake screws at 12” on center at about 1” down from the
top of trim (as shown in detail above).



Remove paper backing and place inside foam closure onto the eave trim.



Install sheets on top of closure and use fastening pattern shown in Section 3 with
Quikgrip sealing fasteners, making sure that the fasteners penetrate the foam
closures.
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Post/Fascia Trim:


Fasten top portion of Post/Fascia Trim (along the front facing area of the fascia
board) with pancake screws at every 24” on center.



Fasten bottom portion of Post/Fascia Trim (at the underside of the fascia board)
with Quikgrip sealing fasteners at every 24” on center.

FORMED VALLEY TRIM

Figure 10 – Cross section detail at valley showing Formed Valley Trim placement



Cut top of valley trim so that it can overlap the top of the abutting valley trim on
the other side of dormer.



Cut bottom of valley trim so that it matches the eave line. The valley trim should
overhang about 1” past the eave line to match overhang of roofing panels.



Place valley trim along valley and fasten with pancake screws at 12” on center
along the length of the trim, both sides.



Place x-seal expandable foam tape at a minimum of 6” back from center of valley
on each side.



Install roofing panels on top of the valley trim and foam tape, and fasten with
Quikgrip sealing fasteners at every major rib, as well as at the ends of trim.
Ensure that fasteners are screwed through the foam tape and valley trim, and
into the underlying roof deck or strapping.
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UNIVERSAL ENDWALL TRIM

Figure 11 – Cross section detail at lean to showing Universal Endwall Trim placement



Install metal roofing panels prior to installing Endwall Trim.



Endwall Trim is installed behind siding. Fasten with Quikgrip sealing fastener at
every 24” on center.



Remove paper backing and place outside foam closure on top of the roofing
panels at location shown in above diagram.



Fasten along trim length at every rib of the roofing panel with Quikgrip sealing
fastener. Fasteners should be driven through the outside foam closure, as shown
above.
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UNIVERSAL SIDEWALL TRIM

Figure 12 – Cross section detail at intersecting roof section showing Universal Sidewall Trim placement



Sidewall trim is placed on top of roofing panels and under the siding. If rib of
sheet does not land in correct position under trim, a custom sidewall trim can be
fabricated.



Place a row of butyl tape (mastic) or caulking along length of trim at the location
shown in above diagram.



Secure trim on top of roofing sheets using Quikgrip sealing fasteners at 24” on
center.
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GAMBREL TRIM

Figure 13 – Cross section detail through pitch transition showing Gambrel Trim placement



Bottom roofing panels of a slope transition must be installed prior to Gambrel
Trim.



Remove paper backing and place outside foam closure on top of the roofing
panel as shown in the above diagram.



Place Gambrel Trim on top of roofing panel and fasten with Quikgrip sealing
fastener (minimum length of 2”) at every rib of roofing sheet. Ensure that fastener
goes through the outside foam closure and into substrate.



At about 1” down from the top of the Gambrel Trim, fasten upper portion of trim
with pancake screws at every 12” on center.



Remove paper backing and place inside foam closure on top of the Gambrel
Trim as shown above.



Place metal roofing sheets on top of inside foam closure with Quikgrip sealing
fastener (minimum of 2” long) at every rib of sheet.
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RESIDENTAL RAKE/GABLE TRIM

Figure 14 – Cross section detail through gable end showing Residential Rake/Gable Trim placement



Place a row of butyl tape along entire length of trim in the location shown on the
above diagram.



Fasten along entire length of trim (along fascia board and on top along roofing
sheets) with Quikgrip sealing fasteners at every 12” on center.



If rib of roof panel does not land under trim in correct place, a custom, wider trim
is available upon request.



See “Eave Trim & Post/Fascia Trim” detail for Post/Fascia installation
instructions.
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HIP CAP TRIM

Figure 15 – Cross section detail through hip roof peak showing Hip Cap Trim placement



Place x-seal expandable foam tape along length of hip peak or on hip trim, down
both sides at the location shown on the diagram above.



Fasten with Quikgrip sealing fastener (2” long or greater) along length of Hip Cap
trim at each rib of the roofing panel. Ensure that fastener is driven through foam
tape, as shown in diagram.
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UNIVERSAL RIDGE CAP TRIM

Figure 16 – Cross section detail through roof peak showing Universal Ridge Cap Trim placement



Remove paper backing and place outside foam closure over top of metal roofing
shown at the location shown on above diagram.



If a ridge vent is required, place one vented foam closure per every sheet along
the peak except for 6 feet (two roofing panels, each side) in from each gable end.
Use solid outside foam closures near the gable ends. Your Roofing Estimator will
provide the correct amount of each closure in order to provide the proper ridge
venting.



Fasten Universal Ridge Cap Trim with Quikgrip sealing fasteners (2” long or
greater) along the entire length of the trim at each rib of roofing panel, both sides.
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4.3.0 – Steel Roofing Accessories
1. Outside Foam Closure - Goes on top of roofing sheets and under ridge cap.

2. Inside Foam Closure – Goes under roofing sheets along the eave line.

3. Vented Foam Closure – Goes on top of roofing sheets and under ridge cap.
Used to create a vented ridge.

4. Flex-O-Vent – Goes on top of roofing sheets and under ridge cap. This is
another option available to create a vented ridge.
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5. X-Seal Expandable Foam Tape – Used to seal ends of roofing sheets along
valleys and hip peaks. Expands to form to grooves of roofing panel.

6. Mastix (Mastic) Sealant – Butyl tape which is used between seams of roofing
sheets to provide an extra barrier against moisture penetration.

7. RE2 Spacer – Used as strapping for a retrofit system.
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8. Titebond Sealant – Weather-tite silicone adhesive used to seal around roof
boots and other penetrations. Comes in colours that match roofing panels.

9. Quik-Grip Fastener – Comes with sealing washer and available in metal to
wood or metal to metal thread types.

10. Hydrashell – Synthetic underlayment that is specially designed for steel roofing
applications. Available in 25-year and 50-year warranties.
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11. PS200 Leak Barrier – Ice and water shield that is specially design for steel
roofing applications. Prevents ice damming and is required by code. Used along
eave lines and valley lines.

12. Dekstrip – Flashing which stretches and forms to fit and seal. It is often used
around brick chimneys. See manufacturer’s website for specific installation
instructions.

13. Roof Boots – Flashing for around plumbing and electrical piping penetrations
going up through the roofing system. Also available in high temperature silicone
to flash around chimneys. See manufacturer’s website for specific installation
instructions.
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14. Yeti Guard – Polycarbonate snow stops which are fastened to roof system
mechanically or with adhesive in order to prevent ice from sliding off of the roof.
Your Roofing Estimator with specify the correct amount and location of snow
guards for your project. See manufacturer’s website for detailed installation
instructions.
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5.0 – Miscellaneous Details

Figure 17 – Proper flashing procedure for brick chimney. Ice and water shield used as peal and stick flashing,
and metal counter flashing and backing rod available upon order.

Please Note: Proper skylight flashing should be obtained from the skylight
manufacturer.
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